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1) Introduction
•Charged lepton flavour violating decays:

- Allowed within the Standard Model through neutrino oscillations
→ effect below experimental sensitivity

• τ− → µ+µ−µ−:
- SM prediction B < 10−40 [1]

- Enhanced by New Physics B ∼ 10−8 − 10−10 [2]
•World’s tightest upper limit (Belle, [3] ):

B(τ− → µ+µ−µ−) < 2.1 · 10−8 at 90% C.L.

2) τ− → µ+µ−µ− at LHCb
• τ− production at the LHC:

– Large cross section (∼80µb) for τ− production, ∼ 80% from D−
s → τ−ντ decays

– Total number of τ− produced in 4π per 1fb−1 of pp-collisions at 7 TeV is ∼ 9 · 1010

•LHCb: excellent performance for low-mass muons
– Impact parameter resolution: σ(IP) ∼ 20µm for signal tracks
– MuonID: ε(µ → µ) ∼ 97%, MisID(h → µ) < 1% (p > 10GeV/c)
– Mass resolution for τ− → µ+µ−µ−: σm ∼ 10 MeV/c2

3) Analysis strategy
•The background processes for the τ− → µ+µ−µ− decay consist mainly of decay

chains of heavy mesons with three real muons in the final state or with one or two
real muons in combination with two or one misidentified particles

•Selection cuts to reduce the dataset to a manageable level, whilst keeping good
signal efficiency

•Signal-background discrimination obtained by three binned likelihoods:
– invariant mass
– particle identification
– geometric and kinematic properties of the reconstructed decay

e.g. the vertex quality, its displacement from the PV, the τ momentum and the isolation

•The signal branching fraction is measured normalising to D−
s → φ(µ+µ−)π−:
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fDs
τ = fraction of τ leptons that originates

from Ds decays

εTRIG = trigger efficiency
εREC&SEL = reconstruction and selection efficiency

Nx = number of observed events for the
selected channel

α = normalisation factor
Number of D−

s → φ(µ+µ−)π− candidates:
N(D−

s → φ(µ+µ−)π−) ∼ 45000

•The expected number of background
events in each bin of the three likelihoods
is evaluated by fitting the candidate mass
spectra outside of the signal window

4) Results
•LHCb published the first search for the τ− → µ+µ−µ− decay mode performed at a

hadron collider
•No evidence for charged lepton flavour violation has been found in a dataset cor-

responding to 1fb−1 of integrated luminosity
•The CLs method [4] has been used to set an upper limit on the branching fraction

B(τ− → µ+µ−µ−) < 8.0 · 10−8

at 90% C.L. [5]

5) Outlook
•With the data collected in 2012 (τ− sample increased by a factor 3.5) the sensitivity

of LHCb will become competitive with that of the B-factories
→ Analysis is ongoing

•Additionally to the enlarged data sample we included a new isolation variable
Requirement: Each of the three muons track should be compatible with the
τ−-vertex only and with no other vertices
=⇒ the track isolation measures the number of background tracks that form
vertices with the signal candidate tracks

•The old track isolation variable counts the number
of tracks fulfilling a set of cuts on muon-track
variables

•The new isolation variable combines muon-track
variables in a BDT in order to discriminate against
non-isolating tracks. This yields a BDT value for
each track-muon pair. The new isolation is a
combination of the BDT values in each event.

•Using both isolation improves discrimination
between signal and background
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